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1 Introduction

In 1992, the European Commission approved the merger of Nestlé with Source Perrier SA

(hereinafter, referred to as Perrier).1 After this merger, groups Nestlé-Perrier and BSN-

Volvic became the biggest suppliers of bottled water in the French market, with approxi-

mately equal shares of the market.2 Entry of a new firm in this market was expected, since

demand for bottled water grew in previous years and there were sources of water available

to be explored.3

Inspired by this real case, we build a theoretical model to characterize collusion sus-

tainability in markets where demand growth may trigger the entry of a new firm whose

efficiency is different from the efficiency of the incumbents. Following Vasconcelos (2008),

we consider a market with two incumbents and one potential entrant. Firms produce ho-

mogeneous goods, whose demand is growing in a deterministic way. We extend the model

of Vasconcelos (2008) by considering that the incumbents and the entrant may support

different production costs. All firms support linear and increasing marginal costs, but with

different slopes. We interpret differences in the slope of marginal costs as resulting from

differences in capital stocks.4

In our theoretical framework, firms play an infinitely repeated game. In each period,

active firms choose how many units of output to produce. The potential entrant starts its

activity in the period that maximizes the flow of its discounted profits.5 When facing an

entrant, incumbents may either accommodate the entrant in a more inclusive agreement

(full collusion) or exclude the entrant (partial collusion).

Most of the existing literature on collusion sustainability between firms with asymmetric

(but constant) marginal costs usually finds that it is optimal for the cartel to deliver all the

production to the most efficient firm and use side-payments to distribute profits. In contrast,

we find that the output quotas that maximize the industry profit are proportional to capital

stocks. In particular, even the less efficient firm produces something. This occurs because,

in our model, firms have increasing marginal costs and the marginal cost of producing the

first unit is the same for all firms.6

As incumbents are symmetric, the cartel profit is shared in equal parts before entry. How-

ever, as the entrant may have a different efficiency level, after entry, profit-sharing becomes

1European Commission Decision of 22 July 1992, Case n. IV/M.190 - Nestlé/Perrier.
2The remaining firms were small local producers with significantly lower market shares.
3The Nestlé-Perrier merger was only approved when Nestlé committed itself to sell some brands and

capacity of water to a competitor (with no connections to Nestlé or BSN), such that this competitor had
at least 3000 million liters of water per year.

4Our assumptions fit quite well the French industry of bottled water after the Nestlé-Perrier merger. As
Compte et al. (2002), we exclude the small local producers from the analysis.

5As explained in Section 7.2, this assumption is only reasonable if there is only one potential entrant.
Otherwise, entry occurs when the discounted sum of profits covers the entry cost.

6This result was already found by Schmalensee (1987). He also concludes that, under the assumption of
increasing marginal costs, less efficient cartel members have positive production levels.
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an issue. We consider two natural profit-sharing rules: (i) the rule that conforms to the

joint profit maximization without side-payments; and (ii) the solution of the corresponding

Nash bargaining game. We find that, in the absence of side-payments, individual profits

are proportional to capital stocks.7 According to the Nash bargaining rule, firms divide the

excess of the cartel profit over the sum of competitive profits in equal parts. The two profit-

sharing rules only generate the same allocation of the cartel profit when the incumbents and

the entrant are symmetric. Otherwise, firms have conflicting interests regarding the profit-

sharing rule: the most efficient firms are better off in the absence of side-payments; while

the less efficient firms prefer the Nash bargaining rule. In the absence of side-payments, the

less efficient firms are the most tempted to deviate because: (i) they gain the most from a

deviation (i.e., the difference between the deviation and the collusive profits is the highest);

and (ii) they lose the less from the punishment (i.e., the difference between the collusive

and the competitive profits is the lowest). According to the Nash bargaining rule, all firms

lose the same when punished (i.e., the difference between the collusive and the competitive

profits is equal for all firms). However, more efficient firms gain more from a deviation (i.e.,

the difference between the deviation and the collusive profits is higher).

Except when the entrant is slightly more efficient than the incumbents, collusion is easier

to sustain when firms share the cartel profit according to the Nash bargaining rule. In

addition, if firms are sufficiently patient, collusion is always sustainable with the Nash

bargaining rule; but may not be sustainable if firms are quite asymmetric and make no

side-payments.

Collusion sustainability after entry essentially depends on the level of an adjusted dis-

count factor, which is given by the product between the (usual) discount factor and the

square of the demand growth rate.8 The greater is this adjusted discount factor, the more

likely is the sustainability of the collusive agreement after entry. Before entry, collusion

sustainability depends not only on this adjusted discount factor, but also on the impact

that the cartel breakdown would have on the timing of entry. In particular, if the entrant

significantly delays its entry as a result of the cartel breakdown (since reversion to Cournot

competition decreases the flow of its profits), the incumbents have additional incentives to

deviate from the collusive agreement before entry.9

It is well known that, the higher is the number of participants in the market, the more

difficult it is to sustain collusion. For this reason, one could expect that the collusive

agreement would be harder to sustain after entry. We conclude, however, that this may or

may not be the case, depending on the demand growth rate, the distribution of the industry

capital among firms, and the profit-sharing rule adopted after entry. As stated above, the

7This is why we also refer to this profit-sharing rule as the proportional rule. For some motivation, see
Bos and Harrington (2010) and the references cited therein. For example, Vasconcelos (2005) assumes this
profit-sharing rule in his model.

8In our model, the growth rate of profits is equal to the square of the demand growth rate.
9In our model, individual profits when there are two competing firms are higher than when there are

three colluding firms.
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reasons for collusion to potentially be less sustainable before entry are the following: (i) with

the prospect of entry, incumbents fear less the retaliation that follows a deviation (since entry

reduces the difference between collusive and competitive profits); and (ii) incumbents are

aware of their ability to delay entry by disrupting the collusive agreement. As in Vasconcelos

(2008), we find that there are regions of parameters for which collusion would be sustainable

after entry, but the cartel breaks down before entry. In contrast to Vasconcelos (2008), we

find that collusion may be more difficult to sustain after entry. This occurs, for example, if

demand grows so fast that the entry delay is null.

We also investigate the sustainability of partial collusion (involving only the two incum-

bent firms). In doing so, we address two different scenarios: (i) one in which the cartel and

the entrant simultaneously choose quantities; and (ii) another in which the cartel behaves

as a Stackelberg leader and the entrant as a follower.10 We conclude that partial collusion

with cartel leadership is always sustainable if the incumbents are sufficiently patient. In

contrast, if the incumbents are significantly less efficient than the entrant, partial collusion

with simultaneous moves cannot be sustained. Moreover, partial collusion with cartel lead-

ership is more likely to be sustainable than with simultaneous moves. Interestingly, full

collusion may or may not be easier to sustain than partial collusion (after entry), depending

on the efficiency level of the incumbents.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 relates our work to the

existing literature. Section 3 sets up the basic model. Section 4 presents the expressions for

profits under Cournot competition and derives the optimal entry period under this market

regime. Section 5 studies collusion sustainability after and before entry. Section 6 applies the

results to the French industry of bottled water. Section 7 studies the sustainability of partial

collusion, and discusses the implications of considering more than one potential entrant in

the market. Finally, Section 8 offers some concluding remarks. Appendix A presents some

simulations of the model. Appendix B derives the expressions for profits under different

market regimes. Appendix C contains the proofs of most lemmas and propositions.

2 Literature review

Our work is related to the literature that studies collusion sustainability in the presence of

demand growth, cost asymmetries or capacity constraints.

The effect of demand growth on collusion sustainability is not immediate. On the one

hand, demand growth facilitates collusion, since the market becomes more valuable as time

passes. This implies that the short-run gain from a deviation becomes less important rela-

tively to the (future) retaliation cost. On the other hand, demand growth may attract new

firms to the market, which hinders collusion. To the best of our knowledge, Capuano (2002)

and Vasconcelos (2008) are the only models of collusion that simultaneously incorporate de-

10Shaffer (1995), Etro (2008) and Vasconcelos (2008) also study collusion with cartel leadership.
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mand growth and entry.11 Although we build on Vasconcelos (2008), our model is different

in three aspects. Firstly, we consider that firms have asymmetric production costs, while

Vasconcelos (2008) considers symmetric firms. Secondly, Vasconcelos (2008) assumes that

firms divide the cartel profit in equal parts (which is natural because firms are symmetric),

while, in our model, firms divide the cartel profit in proportion to their capital stocks or

according to the outcome of a bargaining procedure. Finally, as we work with a more real-

istic scenario in which firms may be asymmetric, we are able to further explore the effects

of partial collusion. Vasconcelos (2008) finds that, if firms are sufficiently patient, collusion

is sustainable after entry. In contrast, we find that, if firms are quite asymmetric and make

no side-payments, collusion is not sustainable after entry.12 In addition, Vasconcelos (2008)

concludes that collusion is easier to sustain after entry; while we find that this may not

always be the case (and crucially depends on the distribution of capital among firms, the

discount factor and the demand growth rate).

Cost symmetry across cartel members is usually understood as facilitating collusion

(Ivaldi et al., 2003). However, models with symmetric cartels lack empirical relevance,

since Grout and Sonderegger (2005), Davies and Olczak (2008) and Ganslandt et al. (2012)

conclude that most of the EU cartels are formed by firms with different sizes (and, conse-

quently, with different production costs).13

In models of price competition with constant but asymmetric marginal costs, the most

efficient firm is the hardest to discipline because it is the one that suffers least from a price

war. We assume that firms support increasing marginal costs and find that, in the absence of

side-payments, it is the least efficient firm that has most incentives to deviate.14 However, if

firms divide the cartel profit according to their relative bargaining power, the most efficient

firm is the most likely to defect.

Vasconcelos (2005) studies collusion between firms with asymmetric production costs.

The focus of his analysis is quite different from ours, since he studies collusion sustainability

in markets with stable demand and no entry. Vasconcelos (2005) considers that there are

no side-payments along the collusive path and finds that the less efficient firm is the most

11Capuano (2002) builds a model of price competition, while we consider that firms choose quantities.
For this reason, trigger strategies induce a more severe punishment in his model than in ours. In addition,
in the model of Capuano (2002), entry occurs when the present discounted value of the profits of the new
firm is positive. We follow Vasconcelos (2008) and assume that entry occurs when the discounted flow of
the profits of the entrant is maximal.

12For example, in the French market for bottled water after the Nestlé-Perrier merger, the two incumbents
(Nestlé-Perrier and BSN-Volvic) were quite similar (in terms of capital), but the same was not true regarding
the potential entrant. Our results suggest that the conclusions of Vasconcelos (2008) may change if the
asymmetry between incumbents and entrant is taken into account.

13There are several theoretical contributions that study collusion between firms with asymmetric costs.
See, for example, Patinkin (1947), Osborne and Pitchik (1983), Bae (1987), Schmalensee (1987), Harrington
(1991), Compte et al. (2002), Vasconcelos (2005) and Ganslandt et al. (2012).

14In a recent contribution, Phillips et al. (2011) perform laboratory experiments to analyze the scope for
collusion between two firms with asymmetric production costs. They find that less efficient firm has more
incentives to comply with the collusive agreement; and its willingness to collude increases with its (relative)
inefficiency.
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tempted to deviate. Despite obtaining a similar result, we point out that firms can increase

the scope for collusion if they share the cartel profit according to their relative bargaining

power.

Miklós-Thal (2011) also studies collusion sustainability between firms with asymmetric

production costs. She does not restrict the analysis to any type of punishment strategies and

derives the collusive agreement that maximizes the scope for collusion. Interestingly, she

finds that, if side-payments are allowed, cost asymmetries facilitate collusion. The differences

between her model and ours are clear, since she builds a model of price competition with

stationary demand and no entry.

In our model, differences in the efficiency level can be interpreted as resulting from

differences in the capital stock. Marginal costs of firms with more capital increase at lower

rates. As a result, our model is also related to the literature on collusion sustainability in

the presence of capacity constraints.

The impact of capacity constraints on collusion is not straightforward. On the one hand,

the existence of a limited capacity may prevent a firm from producing a quantity as high as it

would like in the deviating period (which facilitates collusion). On the other hand, capacity

constraints reduce the ability of firms to punish defectors (which hinders collusion). What

is quite consensual is that the existence of asymmetric capacity constraints undermines

collusion.15 The reason relates to the difficulty in preventing the less constrained firm from

cheating on the collusive behavior. This firm gains the most from a deviation, and loses the

least from the retaliation. To overcome this, the most efficient firm should receive a high

market share.16

Brock and Scheinkman (1985) are pioneer in analyzing collusion sustainability with ca-

pacity constraints. Interestingly, they find that the number of firms in the market (which

determines the total capacity of the industry) has a non-monotonic effect on collusion.

Compte et al. (2002) also investigate the impact of asymmetric capacity constraints on col-

lusion. The differences between their basic setup and ours are evident. Compte et al. (2002)

consider price competition with capacity constraints; while we assume quantity competi-

tion with asymmetric production costs. Additionally, in their model, demand is stable and

there is no entry. Differences between the two models also extend to results. Unlike us,

Compte et al. (2002) find that collusion is easier to sustain if the cartel profit is allocated

proportionally to capital stocks. Contrariwise, we find that a profit-sharing based on the

relative bargaining power of cartel members may be preferable (at least when firms are quite

asymmetric).

One additional difficulty of studying heterogeneous cartels concerns the profit-sharing

along the collusive path. Authors diverge on this issue. Patinkin (1947) was the first to deal

with this question. He assumed that firms have asymmetric production costs and proposed

15See Davidson and Deneckere (1984), Lambson (1995) and Compte et al. (2002).
16For further discussion on this topic, see, for example, Compte et al. (2002).
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that, under collusion, output should be allocated to minimize the industry cost. However,

such an allocation may lead the less efficient firms to shut down. As pointed out by Bain

(1948), in the absence of side-payments, this kind of collusive agreement is not sustainable

(since less efficient firms are better off under competition).

In the model of Osborne and Pitchik (1983), firms with asymmetric capacity constraints

make side-payments to share the industry profit according to their relative bargaining

power.17 Osborne and Pitchik (1983) conclude that the smallest firm is the one with less

incentives to deviate. Our results corroborate this finding in a different economic setting.

Some authors consider, however, that it is not reasonable to assume the existence of side-

payments due to the illegality of explicit cartels. Sharing this view, Bae (1987) assumes that

firms cooperatively decide market shares and the price; and, then, each firm receives the

profit that corresponds to its production. He restricts the set of admissible collusive agree-

ments to those that are self-enforcing (i.e., that satisfy the incentive compatibility constraints

of subgame perfection). To select a single equilibrium among all self-enforcing contracts,

Bae (1987) assumes joint profit maximization and applies the “balanced temptation rule”

proposed by Friedman (1971).18 Harrington (1991) criticizes the criteria used by Bae (1987)

to select the equilibrium and applies, instead, the Nash bargaining concept.

Schmalensee (1987) analyzes different possibilities of firms to share production and profits

under collusion. He also opposes to the assumption of joint profit maximization among

asymmetric firms, and proposes alternative collusive agreements (market sharing, market

division and proportional reduction). To select the unique equilibrium, Schmalensee (1987)

uses an axiomatic bargaining approach.

3 Model

Consider an industry with two symmetric incumbents (firms 1 and 2) and one potential

entrant (firm 3). Firms produce homogeneous goods and choose quantities in each period,

for an infinite number of periods. Demand is a linear function of price, with a constant

growth rate that is measured by parameter µ > 1. More precisely, the aggregate demand in

period t ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...} is:19

Qt = µt − pt,

where pt denotes the price in period t. Firms need capital to produce output. Total capital

available to the industry is, for simplicity, normalized to unity. The cost function of firm i,

17Osborne and Pitchik (1983) assume that the two firms produce at a constant unit cost up to their
capacities but have different capacities.

18According to the “balanced temptation rule”, all (asymmetric) firms have the same incentives to deviate.
More precisely, the minimum discount factor that sustains collusion is the same for all firms.

19Capuano (2002) assumes a similar demand function.
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owning a capital stock ki > 0, is:20

C(qit, ki) =
q2
it

2ki
.

The resulting marginal cost is a linear function, which rotates about the origin as the amount

of capital varies. A firm with more capital is more efficient, since the slope of its marginal

cost function is lower. Incumbent firms own equal capital stocks, denoted by k < 1
2
. The

entrant takes the remaining capital, k3 = 1 − 2k. If k < 1
3
, the entrant owns more capital

than each incumbent and it is, therefore, more efficient; if k > 1
3
, incumbents own bigger

shares of capital, and the entrant is the least efficient firm.

Firms play an infinitely repeated game. Before firm 3 enters the market, the timing of

the single-period game is the following:

1st stage: Firm 3 decides whether or not to enter the market.

2nd stage: Active firms simultaneously choose quantities.

After entry, the single-period game is reduced to the choice of quantities. The payoff of

each firm is equal to the present discounted value of its flow of profits. Let δ ∈ (0, 1) denote

the common discount factor. As we shall see later, the present discounted value of profits

is only finite if Assumption 1 is satisfied.

Assumption 1. Demand does not grow too fast: µ2δ < 1.

To enter the market, firm 3 supports a fixed entry cost, F > 0. Firm 3 enters the market

when the present discounted value of its profits is maximal.21 If the entry cost is too small,

firm 3 may enter the market at the beginning of the game. However, we aim at analyzing

the impact of entry on collusion sustainability. Thus, we assume the following lower bound

for F to ensure that incumbents are alone in the market at least in period 0.22

Assumption 2. Entry cost is sufficiently high: F ≥ 9−20k
10(1−δ) .

There is uncertainty in our model. All firms know the evolution of demand, and production

costs are common knowledge. Hence, incumbents can correctly predict the moment at which

firm 3 will enter the market.23

Below, πjnit (·) and Πjn
it denote the profit function and the equilibrium profit of firm i ∈

{1, 2, 3} in period t, when there are n ∈ {2, 3} active firms in the market (i.e., n = 2 before

entry, and n = 3 after entry). Superscript j refers to the market regime: competition

(j = c); collusion (j = m); or unilateral deviation from collusion (j = d). All expressions

for profits are derived in Appendix B.

20We consider a simplified version of the cost function proposed by Perry and Porter (1985).
21In Section 4.2, we carefully explain how we obtain the (optimal) entry period.
22This lower bound for F is derived in Appendix C.
23These information assumptions, despite relatively strong, are necessary for the sake of tractability.
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4 Cournot competition

4.1 Profits

Start by considering that firms choose quantities non-cooperatively. In period t before entry,

incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} chooses the quantity qit that maximizes its individual profit:24

πc2it (qit, qjt) =
[
µt − (qit + qjt)

]
qit −

q2
it

2k
, (1)

with j 6= i and j ∈ {1, 2}. Combining the best-response functions of the two incumbents,

we find the Cournot equilibrium profit of incumbent i:

Πc2
it =

k(1 + 2k)

2(1 + 3k)2
µ2t ≡ α2µ

2t.

In period t after entry, firm i ∈ {1, 2, 3} chooses the quantity qit that maximizes its individual

profit, given by:

πc3it (qit, qjt, qlt) =
[
µt − (qit + qjt + qlt)

]
qit −

q2
it

2ki
, (2)

for j 6= i 6= l. The Cournot equilibrium profit of incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} is:

Πc3
it =

2k(1 + 2k)(1− k)2

(3 + 3k − 8k2)2 µ2t ≡ α3iµ
2t, (3)

while the equilibrium profit of the entrant is:

Πc3
3t =

(1 + k)2 (3− 10k + 8k2)

2 (3 + 3k − 8k2)2 µ2t ≡ α33µ
2t. (4)

4.2 Optimal entry period

When choosing when to start its activity, firm 3 faces the following trade-off: on the one

hand, it wants to enter early, in order to start producing and receiving profits; on the other

hand, a later entry means a lower discounted value of the entry cost, δtF . We assume that

firm 3 enters the market when the present discounted value of its profits is maximal.25 If the

entrant receives the Cournot profit in all periods of activity, the present discounted value of

its profit is:

V c(t) =
∞∑

s=t

Πc3
3sδ

s − δtF = α33
(µ2δ)

t

1− µ2δ
− δtF, (5)

24Appendix B derives the expressions for equilibrium profits.
25This assumption is only plausible if there is one single potential entrant in the market. Otherwise, entry

occurs when the discounted flow of the profits of the new firm covers the fixed entry cost (even if, in the
end, only one firm becomes active). This occurs because if one firm waits to enter until the discounted flow
of its profits is maximal, another firm will enter beforehand. In Section 7.2, we discuss the case in which
entry occurs when the present discounted value of the profits of the entrant becomes positive.
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where α33 is given in (4). To find the optimal entry period, we start by dealing with t as if it

is continuous (i.e., we solve the corresponding first-order condition) and, then, we compare

the value of V c(t) in the two closest integers of the solution of the continuous problem.

Proposition 1. If firm 3 receives the competitive profit in all periods that follow its entry,

the optimal entry period is:26

t̃c =

{
int(tc) if V c(int(tc)) > V c(int(tc) + 1)

int(tc) + 1 if V c(int(tc)) ≤ V c(int(tc) + 1),
(6)

where int(t) denotes the integer part of t and:

tc =
1

2ln(µ)
ln

[
ln(δ)

ln(µ2δ)

F (1− µ2δ)

α33

]
. (7)

Proof. See Appendix C.

5 Collusion

Now, suppose that, at the beginning of period t = 0, incumbents decide to cooperate and

produce quantities that maximize their joint profits (perfect collusion).27 Assume further

that, if entry occurs during the collusive path, the incumbents accommodate the entrant

in a more inclusive agreement (full collusion).28 More precisely, incumbents adjust their

production levels so that the three firms produce quantities that maximize the joint profit.

The agreement is assumed not to be renegotiable.

Firms use grim trigger strategies: each firm produces the collusive quantity as long as

the other firms do the same. If one firm deviates, the punishment starts and firms revert to

the one-shot Cournot equilibrium forever after.29

In Cournot games with grim trigger strategies, firms make positive profits along the

punishment path and, therefore, the present discounted value of profits after a deviation is

positive. Abreu (1986) explains that this does not constitute an optimal penal code, because

a harsher punishment could be adopted and increase the likelihood of collusion. The recent

contribution of Correia-da-Silva et al. (2013) considers the possibility of firms adopting an

26Assumption 2 ensures that t̃c ≥ 1.
27When perfect collusion is not possible, Vasconcelos (2008) considers that firms make a weaker collusive

agreement in which their joint profits are lower than the monopoly profit. More precisely, Vasconcelos
(2008) restrains quantities to satisfy the incentive compatibility constraints. To make a similar analysis in
the context of our model would be very difficult, since the assumption of asymmetric firms complicates the
expressions for profits.

28In Section 7.1, we analyze the case in which incumbents exclude the entrant from their agreement
(partial collusion).

29To participate in the punishment is rational, because the best-response of one firm, if the other firms
play the Cournot equilibrium actions, is to produce its own Cournot equilibrium action.
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optimal code in a framework very close to ours.30

Nevertheless, we assume grim trigger strategies because: (i) firms understand these

strategies as being a simple rule of thumb to be used against deviations from a collusive

agreement; and (ii) these strategies guarantee that the proposed model remains tractable.

In addition, recent experimental evidence in support of trigger strategies has been provided

by Mason and Phillips (2002).

One of our goals is to analyze the effects of entry on collusion sustainability. We start by

studying collusion sustainability after entry (i.e., assuming that entry has already occurred,

and determining the critical discount factor for firms to abide by the collusive agreement).

Then, we derive the entry period under collusion. Finally, we characterize collusion sustain-

ability before entry.

5.1 Sustainability of collusion after entry

Assume that firm 3 has already entered the market (in a period that we denote by t̃m > 0).31

If the incumbents and the entrant collude in a period t after entry (i.e., at t > t̃m), individual

quantities maximize their joint profit:

πm3
t (q1t, q2t, q3t) =

[
µt − (q1t + q2t + q3t)

]
(q1t + q2t + q3t)−

[
q1t

2

2k
+
q2t

2

2k
+

q3t
2

2(1− 2k)

]
.

Solving this problem, we find qm3
it = ki

µt

3
, meaning that firms split production proportionally

to their stocks of capital.32 Hence, in spite of having different efficiency levels, firms do not

delegate all the production to the most efficient firm. The reason for this lies in the fact

that production costs increase with output.

Figure 1 compares market shares under collusion (which coincide with the shares of

industry capital, ki) and competition (whose expressions are given in (36)). The less efficient

firm produces a higher share of the industry output under competition than under collusion.

If firm i ∈ {1, 2, 3} deviates in period t, it produces the quantity that maximizes its indi-

vidual profit, assuming that the rivals produce collusive quantities:

πd3it (qit) =

[
µt −

(
qit +

kj
3
µt +

1− ki − kj
3

µt
)]

qit −
q2
it

2ki
,

30The differences between their article and ours are clear, since they consider that the incumbents and
the entrant are symmetric, supporting zero marginal production costs. They find that, in contrast to grim
trigger strategies, optimal penal codes make collusion easier to sustain before entry than after.

31We derive the expression for t̃m in Section 5.1.4.
32For more details, see Appendix B.2.2.
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Figure 1: Market shares under collusion (solid line) and competition (dashed line).

with j 6= i. Solving this problem, we obtain the deviation profit of firm i ∈ {1, 2, 3}:

Πd3
it =

ki (2 + ki)
2

18(1 + 2ki)
µ2t ≡ γ3iµ

2t. (8)

After a deviation, firms produce the Cournot equilibrium quantities forever. Thus, collusion

is sustainable after entry if, in all periods t ≥ t̃m that follow the entry, firm i ∈ {1, 2, 3} com-

plies with the collusive agreement. More precisely, if the following incentive compatibility

constraint (hereafter, ICC) is satisfied:

∞∑

s=t

Πm3
is δ

s−t ≥ Πd3
it +

∞∑

s=t+1

Πc3
is δ

s−t, ∀t ≥ t̃m, (9)

where Πd3
it and Πc3

it are given in (8) and (3)-(4), respectively. To proceed with the analysis,

we need the expressions for individual profits along the collusive path, Πm3
is .

Unless the incumbents and the entrant are symmetric, to divide the cartel profit in equal

parts is not reasonable. Therefore, firms have to agree on how to share their joint profit.

We consider that firms may or may not make side-payments to distribute the cartel profit,

i.e., firms may collude tacitly or explicitly.

5.1.1 No side-payments

Assume that firms make no side-payments to distribute the cartel profit. In this case, along

the collusive path, each firm earns the profit that corresponds to the quantity produced

under joint profit maximization: qm3
it = ki

µt

3
. Substituting this quantity in (2), we obtain

the collusive profit of firm i ∈ {1, 2, 3}:

Πp3
it ≡ πc3it

(
kiµ

t

3
,
kjµ

t

3
,
(1− ki − kj)µt

3

)
=
kiµ

2t

6
= kiΠ

m3
t , (10)
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where Πm3
t is the cartel profit in period t. Notice that, in the absence of side-payments, the

share of firm i in the cartel profit is equal to its share in the industry capital, ki. This is

why we also refer to this profit-sharing rule as the proportional rule and denote by Πp3
it the

profit of firm i, given in (10).

Substituting Πm3
it by (10) in ICC (9), we obtain the critical (adjusted) discount factor for

the incumbents:

µ2δ̃1p(k) = µ2δ̃2p(k) =
(3− 11k2 + 8k3)

2

k (36 + 33k − 186k2 − 119k3 + 208k4 + 64k5)
(11)

and for the entrant:

µ2δ̃3p(k) =
k (3 + 3k − 8k2)

2

27− 81k + 9k2 + 213k3 − 240k4 + 64k5
. (12)
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Figure 2: Critical discount factor without side-payments for
incumbents (solid line) and entrant (dashed line).

Figure 2 shows that the constraint of the less efficient firm is the one that binds. Consider,

for example, that the entrant is more efficient than each incumbent, i.e., k < 1
3
. Figure 3a

shows that the entrant loses more if the cartel breaks down than the incumbent i ∈ {1, 2},
since Πp3

3t − Πc3
3t > Πp3

it − Πc3
it . In addition, Figure 3b shows the entrant gains less with a

deviation than incumbents, since Πd3
3t −Πp3

3t < Πd3
it −Πp3

it . Both arguments make the entrant

(i.e., the most efficient firm) less tempted to deviate than incumbents.33

The critical discount factor for collusion sustainability after entry is:

δ̃p(k) = max
{
δ̃1p(k), δ̃3p(k)

}
=

{
δ̃1p(k) if k < 1

3

δ̃3p(k) if k ≥ 1
3
.

33A similar analysis can be done for the case in which incumbents are more efficient than the entrant.
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(b) One-shot gain from disrupting the collusive
agreement.

Figure 3: Gains for each incumbent (solid line) and for the entrant (dashed line).

Corroborating most of the existing literature, we find that asymmetry across firms hinders

collusion (the more asymmetric are the firms, the higher is the critical discount factor).34

When firms are quite asymmetric, joint-profit maximization requires the less efficient

firms to produce low quantities. Without side-payments, these firms are not compensated for

lowering their output. As a result, their individual profits may be greater under competition

than under collusion, making them unwilling to abide by the collusive agreement.

Proposition 2. If firms are too asymmetric, k ∈ (0, 0.199) ∪
(
0.436, 1

2

)
, collusion without

side-payments is not sustainable after entry.

Proof. See Appendix C.

5.1.2 Nash bargaining

Being aware of the unwillingness of inefficient firms to collude without a compensation for

the low production under joint-profit maximization, firms may adopt different profit-sharing

rules. While continuing to assume that firms maximize their joint profit, we will now allow

them to make side-payments to redistribute the cartel profit.

The existing literature proposes several rules to divide the cartel profit among asymmetric

firms. Following Osborne and Pitchik (1983) and Harrington (1991), we assume that firms

bargain over the share in the cartel profit. For simplicity, we use a static approach to the

bargaining process, as proposed by Nash (1953).35

34Davidson and Deneckere (1984), Lambson (1995) and Compte et al. (2002) also find that symmetry
facilitates collusion.

35Rubinstein (1982) considers a dynamic version of the bargaining process. In each period, one player
proposes an agreement that may be accepted or rejected by the other player. If players reach an agreement,
the bargaining process stops; otherwise, there is another bargaining round. Building on this work, Binmore
et al. (1986) incorporate imperfections in the bargaining process that make delays in the bargaining costly
to players (either because players discount the future, or because there is an exogenous risk of players never

14



Let βit denote the share of firm i ∈ {1, 2, 3} in the cartel profit if firms reach an agreement.

In other words, if the bargaining is successful, the profit of firm i is: ΠN3
it = βitΠ

m3
t , where

Πm3
t denotes the monopoly profit in period t. To solve the corresponding Nash bargaining

game, we need to specify the profits that result if firms do not reach an agreement. A

natural threat point is the Cournot equilibrium. In this case, the solution of the symmetric

Nash bargaining game is such that:36

max
(β1t,β2t,β3t)

(
β1tΠ

m3
t − Πc3

1t

) (
β2tΠ

m3
t − Πc3

2t

) (
β3tΠ

m3
t − Πc3

3t

)

s.t.

β1t + β2t + β3t = 1 and βitΠ
m3
t − Πc3

it ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3} ,

where Πc3
it is the profit of firm i under Cournot competition. The first constraint to the

maximization problem means that the sum of individual collusive profit of the three firms

must be equal to the monopoly profit. The second constraint ensures that, under collusion,

firms receive at least the competitive profit (otherwise, they would not comply with the

collusive agreement).

Proposition 3. If firms divide their joint profit according to the Nash bargaining solution,

the profit of incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} is:

ΠN3
it =

k (21− 6k − 51k2 + 32k3)

9 (3 + 3k − 8k2)2 µ2t ≡ β3iµ
2t, (13)

while the profit of the entrant is:

ΠN3
3t =

27− 30k − 93k2 + 60k3 + 64k4

18 (3 + 3k − 8k2)2 µ2t ≡ β33µ
2t. (14)

Proof. See Appendix C.

A property of the symmetric Nash bargaining solution is that divide in equal parts the excess

of the joint profit with agreement over the joint profit without agreement. This means that

the difference between the collusive profit and the Cournot profit is the same for the three

firms:

ΠN3
it − Πc3

it =
Πm3
t − (Πc3

1t + Πc3
2t + Πc3

3t)

3
, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3} .

reaching an agreement). As players become increasingly patient, the solution of this “alternating offers”
game converges to the static Nash bargaining solution. O’Brien (2002) uses this kind of bargaining to
analyze the effects of price discrimination in vertically integrated markets.

36An asymmetric version of this problem would correspond to the maximization of(
β1tΠm3

t −Πc3
1t

)θ (
β2tΠm3

t −Πc3
2t

)θ (
β3tΠm3

t −Πc3
3t

)1−θ, where a higher θ would give more relative
bargaining power to the incumbents. We consider the particular case of θ = 1

3 . For further discussion on
this subject, see, for example, Roth (1979) and Binmore et al. (1986).
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The more efficient a firm is, the higher its share of the cartel profit is. However, the gain

from collusion is the lowest to the most efficient firm(s).37

The implementation of this profit-sharing rule demands the most efficient firm to com-

pensate the less efficient firm for its low production.38 More precisely, if k < 1
3
, the entrant

pays ΠN3
it − Πp3

it to each incumbent i ∈ {1, 2}, with Πp3
it given by (10). If k > 1

3
, each

incumbent pays Πp3
it − ΠN3

it to the entrant.

Substituting the expressions for collusive profits (13)-(14) in the ICC (9), we obtain the

(adjusted) critical discount factor for incumbent i ∈ {1, 2}:

µ2δ̃iN(k) =
−6 + 36k + 51k2 − 190k3 − 103k4 + 208k5 + 64k6

k (36 + 33k − 186k2 − 119k3 + 208k4 + 64k5)
, (15)

and for the entrant:

µ2δ̃3N(k) =
45− 240k + 309k2 + 414k3 − 1348k4 + 1088k5 − 256k6

(2− 4k) (27− 81k + 9k2 + 213k3 − 240k4 + 64k5)
. (16)

Figure 4 shows that the binding incentive compatibility constraint with the Nash bargaining

rule corresponds to the most efficient firm(s). Thus, the critical discount factor for collusion

sustainability after entry is:

δ̃N(k) =

{
δ̃3N(k) if k < 1

3

δ̃1N(k) if k ≥ 1
3
.

Figure 5a confirms that, with the Nash bargaining rule, the difference between the collusive

profit and the competitive profit is the same for the three firms (since the two lines are

overlapped). This implies that the loss of profits along the punishment path is the same

for all firms. However, Figure 5b shows that the gain from a deviation is the highest for

the most efficient firm. Therefore, this firm is the most tempted to disrupt the collusive

agreement. Notice that this result is exactly the opposite of what we obtained in the absence

of side-payments.

In models of Cournot competition, deviations from the collusive agreement correspond to

output expansions. If one firm is very inefficient, it is aware that it may be too costly to

significantly increase its output level (or, equivalently, to deviate). Furthermore, the firm

also knows that if it deviates from the collusive agreement with the Nash bargaining rule, it

no longer receives the side-payment that compensates it from a low production. For these

reasons, the profit in the deviation period may be lower than under collusion (as we see in

37In a different setting, Osborne and Pitchik (1983) also find that when firms adopt the Nash bargaining
rule to divide the monopoly profit, “the balance of forces is in favor to the small firm” (p. 60).

38Recall that we are assuming that the output allocation along the collusive path is the same with and
without side-payments. Thus, if firms produce the same and receive different profits, there must exist
side-payments to implement the Nash bargaining rule.
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Figure 4: Critical adjusted discount factor for incumbents
(solid line) and for the entrant (dashed line) with the Nash
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(b) One-shot gain from disrupting the collusive
agreement.

Figure 5: Gains for each incumbent (solid line) and for the entrant (dashed line).

Figure 5b, for k < 0.154 or k > 0.446).39

5.1.3 Comparison of the two rules

When the incumbents and the entrant are symmetric, i.e., k = 1
3
, they have the same

bargaining power and divide their joint profit in equal parts. In this case, the two profit-

sharing rules coincide.

In the asymmetric scenario, firms have conflicting interests regarding the profit-sharing

rule. The most efficient firm produces the biggest share of the industry output, regardless

of the profit-sharing rule. Without side-payments, this firm receives a big share of the cartel

profit. According to the Nash bargaining rule, this firm must share part of its profits with

the less efficient firm.

39This corresponds to a negative critical discount factor (Figure 4).
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Proposition 4. Suppose that collusion is sustainable after entry. The most efficient firm

is better off without side-payments; while the less efficient firm prefers the Nash bargaining

rule.

Figure 6 plots the profit shares under competition, collusion without side-payments, and

collusion with the Nash bargaining rule.40 Comparing the profit share of the most efficient

firm in these three market regimes, we conclude that: it is the highest under collusion

without side-payments; and it is the lowest under collusion with the Nash bargaining rule

(Proposition 4). In particular, the profit share of this firm is lower under collusion with the

Nash bargaining rule than under competition. Nevertheless, the firm is willing to collude

because the industry profit is sufficiently higher in the former scenario. Figure 6 also suggests

that the size of side-payments (to implement the Nash bargaining rule) are relatively small.
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Figure 6: Shares in the industry profit under competition (solid line), collusion without side-payments
(dotted line) and collusion with the Nash bargaining rule (dashed line).

Figure 7 compares the critical discount factor for collusion sustainability after entry with

and without side-payments.

The two profit-sharing rules lead to the same critical discount factor when the incumbents

and the entrant are identical or almost identical. Except when k ∈
(
0.308, 1

3

)
, collusion is

easier to sustain with the Nash bargaining rule (i.e., the critical discount factor is lower).

Thus, despite preferring collusion without side-payments (Proposition 4), the most efficient

firm may be willing to accept the Nash bargaining rule, to ensure that collusion is sustained.

If firms are quite asymmetric, collusion is not sustainable without side-payments. In

contrast, collusion is always possible with the Nash bargaining rule, as long as firms are

sufficiently patient. This finding begs the question of what would happen if the profit-

sharing rule were made endogenous. As pointed out by Friedman (1971), if firms aimed

at maximizing the scope for collusion (i.e., minimizing the critical discount factor), they

40Analytical expressions for profit shares under competition and collusion with the Nash bargaining rule
are, respectively, given in (36) and (45). Shares under collusion without side-payments are equal to ki.
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Figure 7: Critical adjusted discount factor with the Nash
bargaining rule (solid line) and without side-payments
(dashed line).

must share the cartel profit such that the incumbents and the entrant have the same critical

discount factor. If firms keep producing output quotas that maximize joint profits, this

profit-sharing rule would only be possible with side-payments. If side-payments are not

feasible, firms can also agree on an output allocation that increases the sustainability of

collusion relatively to that which maximizes the cartel profit. We leave such an analysis to

future work.

5.1.4 Optimal entry period

Firm 3 enters earlier if incumbents are colluding than if they are competing (since the entry

cost is the same while the future profits are greater).

Suppose that the incumbents are colluding in period t and the discount factor is suffi-

ciently high for collusion to be sustainable after entry. The discounted flow of the profits of

the entrant if it enters in period t is:

V m(t) = β3
(µ2δ)

t

1− µ2δ
− δtF, (17)

where β3 = 1−2k
6

, if firms make no side-payments; or given by (14), if firms adopt the Nash

bargaining rule.

Following the same steps as in the proof of Proposition 1, we find the optimal entry

period along the collusive path:41

t̃m =

{
int(tm) if V m(int(tm)) > V m(int(tm) + 1)

int(tm) + 1 if V m(int(tm)) ≤ V m(int(tm) + 1),
(18)

41The expression for t̃m is greater than 1, since F satisfies Assumption 2.
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with:

tm =
1

2ln(µ)
ln

[
ln(δ)

ln(µ2δ)

F (1− µ2δ)

β3

]
. (19)

The profit of firm 3 depends on how firms divide the cartel profit. For this reason, the

optimal entry period (along the collusive path) also depends on the profit-sharing rule. Let

t̃N and t̃p denote the optimal entry period if firms adopt the Nash bargaining rule and if

they adopt the proportional rule, respectively.

5.2 Sustainability of collusion before entry

Let us now study the incentives for the incumbents to collude (with each other) before entry

of firm 3. The profit-sharing rule after entry affects the discounted value of their profits and,

therefore, their willingness to comply with the collusive agreement before entry. We start by

assuming that, after entry, firms divide the cartel profit according to the Nash bargaining

rule.

Before entry, incumbents divide the monopoly profit in equal parts (since they are sym-

metric). Hence, the collusive profit of incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} is:

Πm2
it =

k

2(1 + 4k)
µ2t ≡ β2µ

2t. (20)

The profit of incumbent i if it deviates in period t (while the other incumbent produces the

collusive output) is:

Πd2
it =

k(1 + 3k)2

2(1 + 2k)(1 + 4k)2
µ2t ≡ γ2µ

2t.

A deviation in a period t before entry of firm 3 triggers a punishment path with two distinct

phases: (i) from period t+ 1 to period t̃c − 1; and (ii) from period t̃c onwards. During the

first phase, each incumbent gets the Cournot duopoly profit, given in (1); while, during the

second punishment phase, each incumbent obtains the Cournot triopoly profit, given in (3).

Incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} is willing to collude in period t ≤ t̃N−1 before entry if the following

ICC is satisfied:

t̃N−1∑

s=t

δs−tΠm2
is +

∞∑

s=t̃N

δs−tΠN3
is ≥ Πd2

it +
t̃c−1∑

s=t+1

δs−tΠc2
is +

∞∑

s=t̃c

δs−tΠc3
is . (21)

Consider the period that immediately precedes the entry of firm 3 along the collusive path,

t̃N−1. As in all previous periods, incumbents are tempted to disrupt the collusive agreement

to receive the one-shot deviation profit and to delay the entry of firm 3 from period t̃N to

period t̃c. However, a deviation at period t̃N−1 triggers a punishment that does not evolves

the loss of the collusive profits with two firms. For this reason, incumbents have more

incentives to deviate in period t̃N − 1 than in all previous periods.
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Lemma 1. If the ICC (21) is satisfied at the period that immediately precedes the entry of

firm 3, t̃N − 1, it is satisfied for all previous periods: t ∈
{

0, 1, ..., t̃N − 2
}

.

Proof. See Appendix C.

The next Proposition is obtained by substituting t = t̃N − 1 in ICC (21) and manipulating

the inequality.

Proposition 5. Given µ > 1 and k ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
, collusion is sustainable before entry if the

following condition is satisfied:42

β2 − γ2 + (γ2 − α2 + β3i − β2)µ
2δ + (α2 − α3i) (µ2δ)t̃c(µ,δ)−t̃N (µ,δ)+1 ≥ 0. (22)

It can be shown that α2 − α3i > 0. Therefore, the greater is the entry delay that results

from the disruption of the collusive agreement, t̃c − t̃N , the more difficult is to sustain the

collusive agreement before entry.
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Figure 8: Critical discount factor for collusion sustain-
ability, before entry, with the Nash bargaining rule
(k = 0.4 and F = 1).

For a given demand growth rate, there is a critical level of the discount factor above which

collusion is sustainable before entry, δ∗. This critical discount factor is plotted in Figure 8.

The seemingly erratic shape of the curve is due to the discrete nature of t̃c and t̃N . In the

segment [AB], the critical discount factor, δ∗, is such that t̃c jumps from 11 (for δ < δ∗) to

10 (for δ > δ∗), while t̃N remains constant and equal to 10. As a result, the entry delay,

t̃c − t̃N , decreases from 1 (for δ < δ∗) to 0 (for δ > δ∗). The impossibility of delaying entry

(for δ > δ∗) makes collusion sustainable. In the segment [BC], the critical discount factor,

42All steps necessary to obtain this inequality can be found in the proof of Lemma 1.
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δ∗, is such that ICC (22) is satisfied in equality (for t̃c − t̃N = 1). But, if we increase the

value of µ beyond point C, t̃N increases from 10 (in [BC]) to 11 (below point C). As a

result, the possibility of delaying entry disappears (t̃c = t̃N), which makes collusion easier

to sustain (δ∗ jumps from C to D).

To obtain the ICC for collusion sustainability before entry in the absence of side-payments

(after entry), we only need to replace β3i by k
6

and t̃N by t̃p in (22).

6 Example: French bottled water industry

The Nestlé-Perrier merger has been addressed several times in the literature.43 Most works

try to understand whether the European Commission should have blocked the merger.

For example, Compte et al. (2002) study if the conditions imposed for the merger to be

approved were conducive to collusion. We take as a starting point the market structure

that resulted from the merger approval, and study how the entry of a third firm affects

collusion sustainability.

After the Nestlé-Perrier merger in 1992, there were two big suppliers of bottled water

in France (Nestlé-Perrier and BSN-Volvic) and many small local producers. According to

Compte et al. (2002), the capacity of Nestlé-Perrier was greater than 6800 million liters of

water, while the capacity of BSN-Volvic was 7500 million liters. To approve the merger,

the European Commission required Nestlé to make available for sale some of their brands

(e.g., Vichy, Thonon, Pierval and Saint-Yorre) and capacity of water such that an entrant

(with no connections to Nestlé or BSN) would have at least 3000 liters of water capacity.44

Motta (2004) also states that the capacity of water owned by the third party represented “a

capacity of around 20% of Nestlé, Perrier and BSN together” (p. 285). Therefore, ignoring

the small local producers, we obtain that each big group had approximately 40% of the

industry capital after the merger.45

In Figure 9, we analyze the sustainability of collusion before and after entry, if k = 0.4

and firms divide the cartel profit according to the Nash bargaining rule. The dashed line

represents the critical discount factor for collusion sustainability after entry, given in (15).

43See, for example, Neven et al. (1993), Motta (2000), Compte et al. (2002), Motta et al. (2003), Motta
(2004), Feuerstein (2005) or Olczak (2009).

44The European Commission requested Nestlé to sell some brands of the post-merged group in order to
“facilitate the entry of a viable competitor with adequate resources [...] or the increase in the capacity of
an existing competitor so that [...] such competitor could effectively compete on the French bottled water
market with Nestlé and BSN” (recital 136). Another condition imposed was that Nestlé and Perrier should
work under separate holding until the divestiture took place. As a result, in the periods that immediately
followed the merger, Nestlé-Perrier and BSN-Volvic did not own equal capacities of water. They only became
symmetric after the divestiture. Our model does not take this aspect into account, since the incumbents are
symmetric in all periods before entry. This assumption simplifies the analysis because: (i) it trivializes the
profit-sharing before entry; and (ii) capital shares (of the incumbents) are constant over time. Furthermore,
our model does not capture that the entry of a new firm is a source of revenues to one of the incumbents.

45In recital 129 of the European Commission Decision, we can read “[l]ocal spring and mineral waters are
too small and dispersed to constitute a significant alternative to the national waters.”
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This line divides the plane (δ, µ) in two regions: above the line, collusion is sustainable

after entry; while, below the line, collusion is not sustainable. The solid line corresponds to

pairs (δ, µ) for which the ICC (22) for collusion sustainability before entry is satisfied with

equality. Therefore, collusion is sustainable before entry for pairs (δ, µ) above this line, and

it is not sustainable for pairs below this line. Finally, the dotted line represents the frontier

of the boundedness condition, µ2δ < 1.46
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A: Collusion is not sustainable either before or
after entry.

B: Collusion would be sustainable after entry, but
the cartel breaks down before entry.

C: Collusion is sustainable before and after entry.

D: Excluded area: µ2δ > 1.

Figure 9: Sustainability of collusion with the Nash bargaining rule (k = 0.4, F = 1).

Collusion with the Nash bargaining rule is harder to sustain before entry than after (since,

given µ, the critical discount factor for collusion sustainability before entry is higher than

that for collusion sustainability after entry). This finding somewhat goes against the con-

cerns expressed by the European Commission when deciding the Nestlé-Perrier merger. It

seems that the European Commission was not worried about the possibility of collusion

after entry. However, our work suggests that, if firms share the cartel profit according to

the Nash bargaining rule, it may be more difficult to discipline incumbents before entry

than the three firms after entry.

Figure 10 analyzes the sustainability of collusion in the absence of side-payments when

k = 0.4. More precisely, the dashed line corresponds to the ICC (satisfied in equality) for

collusion sustainability after entry, (12); the solid line corresponds to the ICC before entry,

analogous to (22).

46In Figure 9, we have assumed F = 1. This implies that, if µ = 1.05 and δ = 0.8, firm 3 enters the
market at period t̃N = 18 or t̃c = 19. As we confirm in Appendix A, changes in F do not modify the
qualitative results.
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but the cartel would break down after entry.

B2: Collusion would be sustainable after entry, but
the cartel breaks down before entry.

C: Collusion is sustainable before and after entry.

D: Excluded area: µ2δ > 1.

Figure 10: Sustainability of collusion without side-payments (k = 0.4, F = 1).

When comparing Figures 9 and 10, we find that the dashed line, corresponding to the

condition for collusion sustainability after entry, shifts to the right. This illustrates the

fact (already explained in Figure 7) that, with k = 0.4, collusion is less sustainable in the

absence of side-payments than with the Nash bargaining rule.

Observe, however, that the solid line, which corresponds to the ICC before entry, moves

to the left. This means that collusion before entry is easier to sustain if firms make no side-

payments than if they adopt the Nash bargaining rule.There are two reasons for this finding.

Firstly, as the entrant expects to receive a lower profit without side-payments than with the

Nash bargaining rule, it enters later in the market (i.e., t̃p > t̃N). This means that the entry

delay that results from a deviation is smaller (since t̃c remains unchanged) and, therefore,

collusion before entry is more likely to be sustainable. Secondly, as the incumbents profit

more without side-payments than with the Nash bargaining rule, the punishment is less

severe in the former case than in the latter.

In short, collusion before entry may be more difficult to sustain with the Nash bargaining

rule; while, after entry, it may be more difficult without side-payments. The opposite move

of the ICCs, resulting from the change of profit-sharing rule, leads to the arising of region

B1 in Figure 10. For these values of the parameters, collusion could be sustainable before

entry, but the cartel breaks down after entry.

In any case, the region of parameters for which collusion is sustainable before and after

entry is significant (regions C in Figures 9 and 10).
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7 Extensions

In this section, we analyze the impact of some changes in the key assumptions of our model.

Firstly, we study the sustainability of collusion if the entrant is not accommodated in the

collusive agreement after entry (i.e., partial collusion). Secondly, we discuss the impact of

considering more than one potential entrant.

7.1 Partial collusion

We consider two different scenarios of partial collusion after entry: (i) the cartel (formed by

the two incumbents) and the entrant simultaneously choose quantities; and (ii) the cartel

is a Stackelberg leader and the entrant is a follower (i.e., the players move sequentially).47

7.1.1 Simultaneous moves

Consider that, after entry, the cartel and the entrant simultaneously and non-cooperatively

choose quantities. While the incumbents maximize their joint profit, the entrant maximizes

its individual profit. In this case, the profit of incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} in period t after entry

is:48

Πpc3
it =

2k(1 + 4k)(1− k)2

9 (1 + 2k − 4k2)2 µ2t ≡ ζ3iµ
2t, (23)

while the profit of the entrant is:

Πpc3
3t =

(1 + 2k)2 (3− 10k + 8k2)

18 (1 + 2k − 4k2)2 µ2t ≡ ζ33µ
2t. (24)

Denote by t̃pc the optimal entry period of firm 3, whose expression is obtained replacing α33

by ζ33, and V c by V pc in Proposition 1.49

Remark 1. If k ∈ (0, 0.214), the incumbents profit less under partial collusion with simul-

taneous moves than under competition.

When k < 0.214, we obtain a result in line with the “merger paradox”, which was firstly

described by Stigler (1950) and posteriorly formalized by Salant et al. (1983). The reasoning

behind this result is the following. Given the output of the entrant, the incumbents produce

a lower quantity under partial collusion than under competition. As reaction functions

47Escrihuela-Villar (2009, 2011) also consider these two scenarios of partial collusion in an infinitely
repeated game. These models are different from ours since they assume stable demand and no entry. Their
aim is at studying the impact of cartel leadership on cartel formation and stability.

48Expressions for profits are derived in Appendix B.2.2.2.
49Here, V pc(t) denotes the present discounted value of the profits of the entrant if it enters in period t

and its single-period profit is given by (24).
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are downward sloping, the entrant replies to the reduction of the incumbents’ output by

increasing its own output. This leads the incumbents to produce an even lower output. As

a result, in equilibrium, the market share of the incumbents is so small that they profit less

than under competition. This paradox does not hold for k > 0.214 due to the assumption of

increasing marginal costs. The fact that efficiency decreases with output reduces the slope

of the reaction functions. This is related to the result of Perry and Porter (1985), according

to which firms benefit from cooperating if production costs are sufficiently convex.

Remark 2. Under partial collusion with simultaneous moves, each incumbent profits less

than the entrant if k ∈ (0, 0.348).

If k ∈
(

1
3
, 0.348

)
, the incumbents are more efficient but profit less than the entrant.50 This

occurs because the entrant benefits from the output contraction agreed by the incumbents.

If, instead, k > 0.348, the entrant no longer profits more than the incumbents because it

becomes significantly less efficient.

Let us now study the sustainability of partial collusion with simultaneous moves.

Corollary 1. Partial collusion with simultaneous moves is not sustainable if k ∈ (0, 0.214).

Proof. This result follows immediately from Remark 1.

Consider that k ∈
(
0.214, 1

2

)
. After entry, incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} abides by the collusive

agreement if (Figure 11):51

∞∑

s=t

Πpc3
is δ

s−t ≥ Πpdc3
it +

∞∑

s=t+1

Πc3
is δ

s−t ⇔ µ2δ >
(3 + 3k − 8k2)

2

6 + 24k + k2 − 48k3
≡ µ2δ̃pc(k).

Before entry, incumbents do not deviate (given that they expect a scenario of partial collu-

sion with simultaneous moves after entry) if:52

t̃pc−1∑

s=t

δs−tΠm2
is +

∞∑

s=t̃pc

δs−tΠpc3
is ≥ Πd2

it +
t̃c−1∑

s=t+1

δs−tΠc2
is +

∞∑

s=t̃c

δs−tΠc3
is , ∀t ≤ t̃pc − 1. (25)

Following the same steps as in the proof of Lemma 1, we find that if the ICC holds for

t = t̃pc− 1, it holds for all periods before entry. Substituting t = t̃pc− 1 and the expressions

for profits in (25), we can rewrite the ICC as follows:

β2 − γ2 + (γ2 − α2 + ζ3i − β2)µ
2δ + (α2 − α3i)(µ

2δ)t̃c−t̃pc+1 ≥ 0. (26)

50In a model of mergers under price competition with differentiated goods, Deneckere and Davidson (1985)
also found that cooperation may be more profitable to the outsiders than to the insiders.

51The expression for the one-shot deviation profit, Πpdc3
it , is derived in Appendix B.3.2.2.

52The optimal entry period along the punishment path is given by (6).
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Figure 11: Critical discount factor for partial collusion
with simultaneous moves to be sustainable after entry.

7.1.2 Sequential moves

Now, we consider the case of cartel leadership, i.e., the case in which the cartel (composed

of the two incumbents) behaves as a quantity leader with respect to the entrant.53 In this

case, after entry, the timing of the single-period game is:

1st stage: Incumbents cooperatively choose quantities so as to maximize joint profits.

2nd stage: The entrant observes the quantities chosen by the incumbents, and produces

the quantity that maximizes its individual profit.

In this case, the profits of incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} and of the entrant in period t after entry

are:54

Πps3
it =

2k(1− k)2

(3− 4k) (3 + 4k − 8k2)
µ2t ≡ σitµ

2t (27)

and

Πps3
3t =

(1− 2k) (3− 4k2)
2

2(3− 4k) (3 + 4k − 8k2)2µ
2t ≡ σ3tµ

2t.

Remark 3. After entry, incumbents always profit more under partial collusion with sequen-

tial moves than under competition (regardless of the value of k).

In contrast to the case of simultaneous moves, partial collusion with cartel leadership is

always advantageous for the incumbents (in comparison to competition). The incumbents

still produce a lower quantity under partial collusion with sequential moves than under

competition. However, as the entrant plays after the cartel, it does not expand its output

so much as in the case of simultaneous moves.

53For static analyses of cartel leadership, see Donsimoni (1985), Donsimoni et al. (1986), Shaffer (1995)
and Escrihuela-Villar (2011).

54These expressions are derived in Appendix B.2.2.3.
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Remark 4. The profit of each incumbent after entry is higher in the case of partial collusion

with sequential moves than with simultaneous moves (i.e., Πps3
it > Πpc3

it ).

This result is not sufficient for the incumbents to prefer partial collusion with sequential to

simultaneous moves, because the timing of the game also affects the entry period of firm

3 and, therefore, the discounted value of the profits of the incumbents along the collusive

path. In Section 7.1.3, we will return to the comparison of collusion sustainability in both

scenarios.

Remark 5. Under partial collusion with sequential moves, each incumbent profits more than

the entrant if and only if k ∈
(
0.342, 1

2

)
.

Proof. See Appendix C.

Notice that, if the incumbents and the entrant are symmetric, the entrant profits more than

each incumbent. This occurs because, despite the cartel producing more than the entrant,

each incumbent (individually) produces less than the entrant (due to the increasing marginal

production costs).

As Escrihuela-Villar (2009, 2011), we assume that a deviation from the collusive agree-

ment triggers punishment forever and the incumbents lose their leadership role.55 More

precisely, along the punishment path, the incumbents and the entrant choose quantities

simultaneously and receive the corresponding Cournot profits, given by (3) and (4).

Following the same steps as in previous sections, we find that partial collusion with

sequential moves is sustainable after entry if (Figure 12):

µ2δ ≥ 4(1− k)2 (3 + 3k − 8k2)
2

45 + 12k − 300k2 + 176k3 + 516k4 − 704k5 + 256k6
≡ µ2δ̃ps(k).

7.1.3 Comparison between simultaneous and sequential moves

In both scenarios, the more efficient are the incumbents, the easier it is to sustain the

collusive agreement (i.e., the lower is the critical discount factor). This follows from the fact

that the more efficient are the incumbents, the higher is their output level and the lower is

the output level of the entrant.

Lemma 2. Partial collusion is easier to sustain after entry with sequential moves than with

simultaneous moves.

55An alternative scenario for the punishment path could be to consider that, even though a deviation
triggers non-cooperation between the incumbents, they do not lose leadership. This would imply that, in
each period following a deviation, the incumbents’ output is chosen simultaneously but before the entrant
makes its output decision. This scenario is, however, outside the scope of this paper and left for future
research.
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Figure 12: Critical discount factor for sustainability
of partial collusion with sequential moves after entry.

Now, we compare collusion sustainability before entry in the two scenarios of partial collusion

after entry. The gain from collusion is higher with sequential moves than with simultaneous

moves because: (i) entry occurs later under sequential moves; (ii) before entry, the collusive

profits are equal (with sequential or simultaneous moves after entry); and (iii) after entry,

the incumbents profit more with sequential moves. However, the retaliation cost is also

higher with sequential moves, since firms revert to the Cournot equilibrium and entry occurs

at t̃c in both cases. To know which partial collusive agreement is more sustainable before

entry, we need to compare the corresponding ICCs.

Lemma 3. Collusion is easier to sustain before entry if, after entry, the cartel and the

entrant move sequentially than if they move simultaneously.

Proof. See Appendix C.

Combining Lemmas 2 and 3, we obtain the following result.

Proposition 6. Partial collusion is easier to sustain (before and after entry) with sequential

moves than with simultaneous moves.

We conclude, therefore, that if the cartel is able to impose its preferred timing, it chooses

sequential moves (since collusive profits are higher after entry and collusion is more sus-

tainable). Finding a similar result, Escrihuela-Villar (2011) suggests that we should expect

partial collusion in quantity-setting industries to present cartel leadership (since it makes

the collusive agreement easier to enforce). Shaffer (1995) suggests that the incumbents may

impose this collusive agreement (with sequential moves) by threating the entrant to revert

to Cournot competition if the entrant does not accept cartel leadership. This threat is effec-

tive because the entrant is better off by allowing the cartel to lead than by competing with

the incumbents. In addition, if k < 0.214, this threat is credible because the incumbents

prefer competition to partial collusion with simultaneous moves (Corollary 1).
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7.1.4 Comparison between partial and full collusion

In this section, we discuss which collusive agreement the incumbents prefer the most. In

particular, we compare the sustainability of collusion (after entry) and the flow of the

incumbents’ profits in each collusive scenario. For the reasons previously described, we only

consider the scenario of partial collusion with sequential moves.

Figure 13 illustrates the fact that the comparison of the critical discount factors for

sustainability of full and partial collusion (after entry) depends on the value of k. For

example, if k < 0.171, partial collusion with sequential moves is easier to sustain than full

collusion. However, if k ∈ (0.263, 0.363), full collusion (even without side-payments) is easier

to sustain than partial collusion.

0 0.171 0.263 0.363 0.417
1

2

k

1

Μ
2

∆
�

Figure 13: Critical discount factor for sustainability
of collusion after entry under: full collusion with the
Nash bargaining rule (solid line); full collusion with-
out side-payments (dashed line); partial collusion with
sequential moves (dotted line).

The preference of the incumbents regarding the collusive agreement depends on the dis-

counted value of the flow of their profits with each collusive agreement. It does not suffice

to compare the single-period profit in each collusive scenario, since the entry period also

varies across scenarios. For example, the incumbents may prefer a collusive scenario that

implies a lower single-period profit after entry but that delays the entry of firm 3.

We start by analyzing whether the incumbents prefer full collusion without side-payments

or partial collusion with sequential moves. Recall that full collusion without side-payments

is only sustainable if k ∈ (0.199, 0.436). Thus, at least outside this domain, the incumbents

prefer partial to full collusion. If k < 0.341, the entrant profits more under full collusion

without side-payments than with partial collusion with sequential moves. Hence, if k ∈
(0.199, 0.341), we have t̃p ≤ t̃ps; while, if k ∈ (0.341, 0.436), we have t̃ps ≤ t̃p.

Start by considering that k ∈ (0.199, 0.341). The incumbents prefer full collusion without
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side-payments to partial collusion with sequential moves if:

t̃ps−1∑

t=t̃p

(
Πp3
it − Πm2

it

)
δt +

+∞∑

t=t̃ps

(
Πp3
it − Πps3

it

)
δt > 0 ⇔ (µ2δ)t̃ps−t̃p >

2(3− 4k) (3 + 4k − 8k2)

3 (5 + 2k − 8k2)
.

(28)

The last inequality may or may not hold, depending on the parameter values. For example,

if k = 1
4
, µ = 1.1, δ = 0.77 and F = 1, the optimal entry periods under full and partial

collusion are, respectively, t̃p = 9 and t̃pm = 10; and inequality (28) does not hold. In this

case, the incumbents prefer partial collusion with sequential moves. However, if δ = 0.78,

the optimal entry periods are t̃p = t̃pm = 9 and the inequality (28) is satisfied, meaning that

the incumbents prefer full collusion without side-payments.

If k ∈ (0.341, 0.436), the incumbents prefer full collusion without side-payments to partial

collusion with sequential moves if:

t̃p−1∑

t=t̃ps

(
Πm2
it − Πps3

it

)
δt +

+∞∑

t=t̃p

(
Πp3
it − Πps3

it

)
δt > 0,

which is always satisfied, since Πm2
it > Πps3

it and Πp3
it > Πps3

it .

Now, we analyze whether the incumbents prefer full collusion with the Nash bargaining

rule or partial collusion with sequential moves. It can be shown that the profit of the entrant

is lower under partial collusion with sequential moves (i.e., Πps3
3t < ΠN3

3t ). This implies that

t̃N ≤ t̃ps. Hence, the incumbents prefer full collusion with the Nash bargaining rule to

partial collusion with sequential moves if:

t̃ps−1∑

t=t̃N

(
ΠN3
it − Πm2

it

)
δt +

+∞∑

t=t̃ps

(
ΠN3
it − Πps3

it

)
δt > 0

⇔ (µ2δ)t̃ps−t̃N >
(3− 4k) (3 + 4k − 8k2) (39 + 6k − 201k2 − 88k3 + 320k4)

9(1− 2k) (5 + 2k − 8k2) (3 + 3k − 8k2)2 . (29)

If k ∈ (0.484, 0.5), the incumbents prefer partial collusion with sequential moves because

their individual profits are higher and entry occurs later than under full collusion with the

Nash bargaining rule.

7.2 Multiple potential entrants

Suppose now that there are multiple potential entrants in the market. Assuming that the

available capital (equal to 1− 2k) is indivisible, only one firm effectively enters the market.

The only difference between this scenario and the benchmark case is the entry period. If

there are multiple potential entrants, entry should be expected to occur when the discounted

flow of the profits of the new firm becomes positive (instead of being maximal). The reason
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is the following: if a firm does not enter this period, another potential entrant will enter

its place. Thus, if the profit of the entrant in a period t after entry can be written as

Πj3
3t = πjµ

2t, the optimal entry period (with multiple potential entrants) is:

t̂j =

{
tj if tj ∈ N
int(tj) + 1 if tj 6∈ N,

(30)

with:

tj =
1

2ln(µ)
ln

[
(1− µ2δ)F

πj

]
,

where j = c, if the entrant receives the competitive profit after entry; and j = m, if the

entrant colludes with the incumbents after entry. The expressions for πc = α33 and V c(·) are,

respectively, given in (4) and (5). The expression for πm is given by (10) or (14), depending

on the profit-sharing rule after entry.

It is straightforward to see that entry occurs sooner if there are multiple potential en-

trants. This change does not affect the scope for collusion after entry, since the entry period

has no effect on ICC (9).

Looking at the ICC for collusion sustainability before entry, (22), we conclude that a

change in the entry period affects the exponent of µ2δ. Hence, to compare the sustainability

of collusion before entry with a single or multiple potential entrants, we need to compare the

ability of incumbents to delay entry by disrupting the collusive agreement. More precisely:

if t̂c − t̂m > t̃c − t̃m, collusion is easier to sustain with a single potential entrant; while, if

t̂c − t̂m < t̃c − t̃m, collusion is easier to sustain with multiple potential entrants.

If time was a continuous variable, the number of potential entrants would have no impact

on collusion sustainability before entry, since the entry delay (due to the cartel breakdown)

would be the same. More precisely, the difference between the entry under competition or

under collusion would be:56

tc − tm =
1

2ln(µ)
ln

(
β33

α33

)
, (31)

with one or more potential entrants.

However, when picking the (integer) period in which entry effectively occurs, the rounding

process may lead the difference between the (actual) entry periods under competition or

collusion to depend on the number of potential entrants. In any case, the number of potential

entrants may only impact on collusion sustainability due to the discrete nature of time.

The analysis of the case in which more than one firm actually enters the market is also

interesting but it is out of the scope of this article.

56Recall that tj would be the optimal entry period in market regime j ∈ {c,m} if time were a continuous
variable.
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8 Conclusions

We have analyzed the impact of entry on collusion sustainability in markets with growing

demand. By anticipating the entry of a new competitor, incumbents change their willingness

to comply with a collusive agreement since: (i) the entry of a new firm reduces the long-run

cost of a deviation without changing the short-run benefit; and (ii) the incumbents are aware

of their ability to delay entry by disrupting the collusive agreement.

If the incumbents include the entrant in their collusive agreement, the profit-sharing

after entry is a key issue (due to the asymmetries across firms). We consider that firms

may split the cartel profit in accordance with the Nash bargaining rule or proportionally to

their stocks of capital (no side-payments). Regardless of the profit-sharing rule, asymmetries

across firms make collusion more difficult to sustain. Nevertheless, the incentives to abide by

the collusive agreement depend very much on the profit-sharing rule. In particular, collusion

may be possible with the Nash bargaining rule and impossible without side-payments.

To know whether collusion is easier to sustain before or after entry, we must look at

the relative positions of the corresponding incentive compatibility constraints (ICCs). We

conclude that a key determinant of this relative position is the entry delay that results from a

deviation before entry. The faster the demand growth, the lower the entry delay. As a result,

if demand grows very fast, collusion may be easier to sustain after entry; while if demands

grow very slowly, collusion before entry may be almost impossible. Other determinants of

the relative positions of ICCs before and after entry are the distribution of capital across

firms and the profit-sharing rule adopted after entry. In any case, if firms are not very

asymmetric and are sufficiently patient, collusion is sustainable before and after entry.

We consider two scenarios of partial collusion, that differ in the timing of the moves

of the cartel and the entrant. When the cartel and the entrant simultaneously choose

quantities, partial collusion may not be sustainable because the incumbents may profit

more under competition. This is never the case when there is cartel leadership. However,

partial collusion with sequential moves may be more difficult to sustain (after entry) than

full collusion.

Our results are important from a policy perspective, since they shed some light on how

to improve the current merger policy when evaluating the coordinated effects of mergers

in markets with growing demand.57 Firstly, our analysis discloses that, in markets where

the demand growth may trigger future entry, it is not clear whether the most severe co-

ordinated effects may arise before or after entry, although there are fewer players before

entry. Secondly, our results suggest that when assessing whether a merger is likely to en-

hance oligopolistic coordination, antitrust authorities should give special attention to how

the industry capital is shared among firms after a merger, since this is a good indicator of

57When addressing the potential coordinated effects of a proposed merger, antitrust authorities investigate
whether the structural change implied by a merger creates more favorable conditions for collusion to arise
between the remaining firms in the industry.
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collusion sustainability. In particular, the distribution of capital allows to predict whether

or not firms are able to collude without side-payments. The good news for antitrust author-

ities is that, if firms are quite asymmetric, tacit collusion is not sustainable. The bad news

is that (explicit) collusion is always sustainable (regardless of capital distribution) if firms

are able to make small side-payments.

In our model, the efficiency level of each incumbent is an exogenous variable and it is

the same for the two incumbents. Despite being a relatively strong assumption, it fits

the French industry of bottled water after the Nestlé-Perrier merger. In future research,

it would be interesting to extend our model so as to encompass an initial stage, in which

incumbents choose capital stocks (i.e., their efficiency levels), as in the models of Benoit and

Krishna (1987) and Knittel and Lepore (2010). Another limitation of our model relates to

the assumption of an exogenous profit-sharing rule after entry. It would be interesting to

extend our model so as to become an endogenous cartel formation framework. While this

approach has generality on its side, it would be significantly more difficult to derive results.
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Appendix A: Model simulations

In this Appendix, we study whether the distribution of the industry capital across firms,

k, and the magnitude of the fixed entry cost, F , qualitatively affect the sustainability of

collusion before and after entry.

Looking at ICC (9), we conclude that the magnitude of F has no direct impact on

collusion sustainability after entry (regardless of the profit-sharing rule). Moreover, the

magnitude of F only affects the incentives for collusion before entry if it changes the ability

of incumbents to delay entry by disrupting the collusive agreement, i.e., to change t̃c − t̃m,

with m ∈ {N, p}. Using (31), we conclude that, if time were a continuous variable, the

value of F would have no impact on incentives for collusion before entry (since tc− tm does

not depend on F ). However, the magnitude of F may be relevant because time is discrete.

Table 1 shows how many periods the entrant delays its entry if it expects to compete (rather

than collude) with incumbents after entry.

@
@

@µ

δ
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

1.05 (1,0) (1,0) (1,0) (1,0)

1.10 (1,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0)

1.15 (1,1) (0,0) (0,0) (1,1)

(a) F = 1.

@
@

@µ

δ
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

1.05 (1,0) (1,0) (1,1) (2,1)

1.10 (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,1)

1.15 (1,0) (1,0) (0,0) (1,0)

(b) F = 10.

Table 1: Difference between entry periods under competition and collusion with the Nash bargaining
rule and without side-payments, (t̃c − t̃N , t̃c − t̃p), for k = 0.4.

Regarding the value of k, there is no doubt that it affects conditions for collusion sustain-

ability before and after entry. Analyzing Figure 7, we conclude that: the more symmetric

are the incumbents and the entrant, the more sustainable is the collusive agreement after

entry. Furthermore, if firms are quite asymmetric, collusion is impossible in the absence of

side-payments. It is not so straightforward to guess the impact of k on the ICC for collusion

sustainability before entry, (22), since a change on k affects expressions for the profits and

the entry periods. Using (31), we can show that the more efficient are the incumbents (i.e.,

the higher is the value of k), the higher is tc − tm. Typically, the entry delay, t̃c − t̃m, will

also increase in k, which makes collusion more difficult to sustain.
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A.1 Collusion with the Nash bargaining rule

If firms adopt the Nash bargaining rule to share their joint profits after entry, collusion after

entry is sustainable for all values of k ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
, as long as the discount factor is sufficiently

high.

Below, we plot the ICCs for collusion sustainability (before and after entry) when k = 0.1,

k = 1
3

and k = 0.45, in order to cover three different scenarios: (i) the incumbents are

significantly more efficient than the entrant; (ii) the three firms are symmetric;58 and (iii)

the entrant is significantly more efficient than the incumbents.

Analyzing the graphics in Figure 14, we conclude that a significant increase in the fixed

entry cost, F , has a small impact on conditions for collusion sustainability before and after

entry. An increase in F only accentuated the erratic behavior of the critical discount factor

for collusion sustainability before entry. In particular, there are some pairs (δ, µ), for which

collusion is sustainable before entry with F = 10 but not sustainable with F = 1 (more

evident when k = 0.1).

We also find that a change of the distribution on industry capital, k, has a non-monotonic

effect on collusion sustainability after entry, since the dashed line (corresponding to the ICC

for collusion sustainability after entry) moves: (i) to the left, when k increases from 0.1 to
1
3
; and (ii) to the right, when k increases from 1

3
to 0.45. This finding supports the evolution

of the critical discount factor observed in Figure 7. For parameters in regions E of Figures

14a-b, collusion could be sustainable before entry, but the cartel would break down after

entry. However, this only seems to happen when the entrant is significantly more efficient

than the incumbents.

58In this case, the two profit-sharing rules coincide.
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(f) k = 0.45, F = 10.

Figure 14: Collusion sustainability when firm adopt the Nash bargaining rule after entry.

A.2 Collusion without side-payments
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Recall that collusion without side-payments is only possible after entry if k ∈ (0.199, 0.436).

As, in Section 6, we considered k = 0.4, we will only plot conditions for collusion sustain-

ability when k = 0.25 (Figure 15).
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(b) F = 10.

Figure 15: Collusion sustainability when firms make no side-payments after entry (k = 0.25).

Simulations in this Appendix allow us to conclude that, as long as firms are not too asym-

metric, collusion is sustainable before and after entry with both the profit-sharing rules

(after entry). In addition, it is not possible to say whether collusion is easier to sustain

before or after entry: it depends on the demand growth rate, the discount factor, the value

of k and the profit-sharing rule after entry.
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Appendix B: Determination of profits

B.1 Cournot competition

B.1.1 Before entry

Suppose that, in period t before entry, the two incumbents are competing in quantities. In

this case, incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} chooses the quantity that maximizes its individual profit:

πc2it (qit, qjt) =
[
µt − (qit + qjt)

]
qit −

q2
it

2k
,

with j 6= i and j ∈ {1, 2}. The corresponding first-oder condition is:

− 2qit −
qit
k
− qjt + µt = 0. (32)

Similarly, the first-order condition of the maximization problem of firm j is:

− 2qjt −
qjt
k
− qit + µt = 0. (33)

Combining (32) and (33), we obtain the equilibrium output incumbent i in period t:

qc2it =
k

1 + 3k
µt.

The corresponding profit is:

Πc2
it =

k(1 + 2k)

2(1 + 3k)2
µ2t.

B.1.2 After entry

Suppose now that the incumbents and the entrant compete in quantities in period t. In-

cumbent i ∈ {1, 2} chooses the quantity that maximizes:

πc3it (qit, qjt, qlt) =
[
µt − (qit + qjt + qlt)

]
qit −

q2
it

2k
.

The corresponding first-order condition is:

− 2qit −
qit
k
− qjt − qlt + µt = 0. (34)

The profit function of the entrant is given by:

πc33t (qit, qjt, q3t) =
[
µt − (qit + qjt + q3t)

]
q3t −

q2
3t

2(1− 2k)
.
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Thus, the corresponding first-order condition is:

− qit − qjt − 2q3t −
q3t

1− 2k
+ µt = 0. (35)

Combining the best-reply functions of the three firms, we obtain:

qc31t = qc32t =
2(1− k)k

3 + 3k − 8k2
µt and qc33t =

(1 + k)(1− 2k)

3 + 3k − 8k2
µt.

Market shares of incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} and the entrant are constant over time and, respec-

tively, given by:

λc3i =
qc3it

2qc3it + qc33t
=

2(1− k)k

1 + 3k − 6k2
and λc33 =

(1 + k)(1− 2k)

1 + 3k − 6k2
. (36)

Finally, individual profits are:

Πc3
it =

2k(1 + 2k)(1− k)2

(3 + 3k − 8k2)2 µ2t and Πc3
3t =

(1 + k)2 (3− 10k + 8k2)

2 (3 + 3k − 8k2)2 µ2t. (37)

B.2 Collusion

B.2.1 Before entry

If the incumbents collude in period t before entry, they produce the quantities that maximize:

πm2
t (q1t, q2t) =

[
µt − (q1t + q2t)

]
(q1t + q2t)−

(
q1t

2

2k
+
q2t

2

2k

)
, (38)

Solving the corresponding first-order conditions, we obtain:

{
µt − 2q1t − 2q2t − q1t

k
= 0

µt − 2q1t − 2q2t − q2t

k
= 0

⇔ qm2
1t = qm2

2t =
k

1 + 4k
µt.

Substituting these quantities in (38) and dividing it by two, we obtain the collusive profit

of incumbent i:

Πm2
it =

k

2(1 + 4k)
µ2t.

B.2.2 After entry

B.2.2.1 Full collusion without side-payments
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If the three firms maximize joint profits in period t, they produce quantities that maximize:

πm3
t (q1t, q2t, q3t) =

[
µt − (q1t + q2t + q3t)

]
(q1t + q2t + q3t)−

[
q1t

2

2k
+
q2t

2

2k
+

q3t
2

2(1− 2k)

]
. (39)

Solving the corresponding first-order conditions, we find the collusive output levels:





−2q1t − q1t

k
− 2q2t − 2q3t + µt = 0

−2q1t − 2q2t − q2t

k
− 2q3t + µt = 0

−2q1t − 2q2t − 2q3t − q3t

1−2k
+ µt = 0

⇔
{
qm3
1t = qm3

2t = k
3
µt

qm3
3t = 1−2k

3
µt.

.

Substituting them in (39), we obtain the profit of the cartel Πm3
t = µ2t

6
.

B.2.2.2 Partial collusion with simultaneous moves

Consider that the incumbents do not include the entrant in their agreement. Assume fur-

ther that the cartel and the entrant simultaneously choose quantities. In this case, the

incumbents set quantities such to maximize:

πpc3t (q1t, q2t) =
(
µt − q1t − q2t − q3t

)
(q1t + q2t)−

q2
1t

2k
− q2

2t

2k
,

while the entrant chooses the quantity that maximizes its individual profit:

πpc33t (q3t) =
(
µt − q1t − q2t − q3t

)
q3t −

q2
3t

2(1− 2k)
.

Combining the best-response functions, we obtain:





−2q1t − q1t

k
− 2q2t − q3t + µt = 0

−2q1t − 2q2t − q2t

k
− q3t + µt = 0

−q1t − q2t − 2q3t − q3t

1−2k
+ µt = 0

⇔
{
q1t = q2t = 2k(1−k)

3(1+2k−4k2)
µt

q3t = (1−2k)(1+2k)
3(1+2k−4k2)

µt.

The corresponding profits of incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} and the entrant in period t are:

Πpc3
it =

2k(1− k)2(1 + 4k)

9 (1 + 2k − 4k2)2 µ2t and Πpc3
3t =

(1 + 2k)2 (3− 10k + 8k2)

18 (1 + 2k − 4k2)2 µ2t. (40)
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B.2.2.3 Partial collusion with sequential moves

Consider that the incumbents do not include the entrant in the collusive agreement and the

cartel behaves as a Stackelberg leader while the entrant is a follower. The entrant produces

the quantity that maximizes:

πps33t (q1t, q2t, q3t) = [µt − (q1t + q2t + q3t)]q3t −
q2
3t

2(1− 2k)
.

Its best-response function to the output of the cartel (formed by the two incumbents) is:

q3t(q1t, q2t) =
1− 2k

3− 4k

(
µt − q1t − q2t

)
. (41)

Incumbents choose quantities that maximize their joint profits, given the best-response

function of firm 3:

πps3t (q1t, q2t) =
2(1− k)

3− 4k

(
µt − q1t − q2t

)
(q1t + q2t)−

(
q2
1t

2k
+
q2
2t

2k

)
.

The corresponding first-order conditions are:

{
−q1t − q1t

k
− q2t +

(
−1 + 1−2k

3−4k

)
(q1t + q2t) + µt − 1−2k

3−4k
(−q1t − q2t + µt) = 0

−q1t − q2t − q2t

k
+
(
−1 + 1−2k

3−4k

)
(q1t + q2t) + µt − 1−2k

3−4k
(−q1t − q2t + µt) = 0,

whose solution is:

qps31t = qps32t =
2k(1− k)

3 + 4k − 8k2
µt. (42)

Substituting these quantities in the best-response function of firm 3, we obtain:

qps33t =
(1− 2k) (3− 4k2)

(3− 4k) (3 + 4k − 8k2)
µt

As a result, the profit of the incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} and of the entrant in period t are,

respectively:

Πps3
it =

2k(1− k)2

9− 40k2 + 32k3
µ2t and Πps3

3t =
(1− 2k) (3− 4k2)

2

2(3− 4k) (3 + 4k − 8k2)2µ
2t.
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B.3 Deviation

B.3.1 Before entry

If incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} deviates from the collusive agreement in period t, it produces the

quantity that maximizes:

πd2it (qit) =

[
µt −

(
qit +

k

1 + 4k
µt
)]

qit −
q2
it

2k
. (43)

Solving the corresponding first-order condition, we obtain:

−2qit −
qit
k

+ µt − k

1 + 4k
µt = 0 ⇔ qd2it =

k(1 + 3k)

1 + 6k + 8k2
µt.

Substituting this quantity in (43), we obtain:

Πd2
it =

k(1 + 3k)2

2(1 + 2k)(1 + 4k)2
µ2t.

B.3.2 After entry

B.3.2.1 Full collusion

Consider that the three firms are colluding and firm i ∈ {1, 2, 3} defects in period t. It

produces the quantity that maximizes:

πd3it (qit) =

[
µt −

(
qit +

kj
3
µt +

1− ki − kj
3

µt
)]

qit −
q2
it

2ki
,

with j 6= i and j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Solving the corresponding first-order condition, we find the

deviating output:

−2qit + µt − qit
ki
− 1− ki − kj

3
µt − kj

3
µt = 0 ⇔ qd3it =

ki (2 + ki)

3 (1 + 2ki)
µt.

Thus, the deviating profit is:

Πd3
it =

ki (2 + ki)
2

18(1 + 2ki)
µ2t.

B.3.2.2 Partial collusion with simultaneous moves

If incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} deviates in period t from the partial collusive agreement (under

Cournot competition with the entrant), it produces the quantity that maximizes:

πpdcit (qit) =

[
µt − qit −

2(1− k)k

3 (1 + 2k − 4k2)
µt − (1− 2k)(1 + 2k)

3 (1 + 2k − 4k2)
µt
]
qit −

q2
it

2k
.
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Solving the corresponding first-order condition, we obtain:

−2qit−
qit
k

+µt− 2(1− k)k

3 (1 + 2k − 4k2)
µt− (1− 2k)(1 + 2k)

3 (1 + 2k − 4k2)
µt = 0⇔ qit =

2k (1 + 2k − 3k2)

3 (1 + 4k − 8k3)
µt.

Therefore, the one-shot deviation profit is:

Πpdc3
it =

2k (1 + 2k − 3k2)
2

9(1 + 2k) (1 + 2k − 4k2)2µ
2t. (44)

B.3.2.3 Partial collusion with sequential moves

Suppose that, in period t after entry, the incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} deviates. This firm makes its

choice taking into account that the other incumbent will produce the collusive output level,

but the entrant (playing after the incumbents) will play its best-response to the new level

jointly produced by the incumbents. More precisely, if the incumbent i produces qds3it and

the other incumbent produces qps3jt , given by (42), the best-response function of the entrant

is:

q3t(qit) =
1− 2k

3− 4k

(
qit +

3 + 2k − 6k2

3 + 4k − 8k2
µt
)
.

The deviating incumbent maximizes its individual profit, given the best-reply function of

the entrant and that the other incumbent produces qps3jt :

πdps3it (qit) =

[
µt − qit −

2k(1− k)

3 + 4k − 8k2
µt − 1− 2k

3− 4k

(
qit +

3 + 2k − 6k2

3 + 4k − 8k2
µt
)]

qit −
q2
it

2k
.

Solving the corresponding first-order condition, we obtain:

qdps3it =
2k(1− k) (3 + 2k − 6k2)µt

(3− 4k2) (3 + 4k − 8k2)
,

and the corresponding deviation profit is:

Πdps3
it =

2k(1− k)2 (3 + 2k − 6k2)
2

(3− 4k) (3− 4k2) (3 + 4k − 8k2)2µ
2t.
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Appendix C: Proofs

Lower bound for the entry cost (F )

Start by noticing that: if the entrant does not enter at t = 0 when incumbents are colluding,

it does not enter at t = 0 if incumbents are competing. As a result, we only need to ensure

that the present discounted value of the profits if entry occurs (under collusion) at period

t = 1 exceeds the corresponding value at period t = 0. Using (17), we find that:

V m(1) > V m(0)⇔ β3
µ2δ

1− µ2δ
− δF > β3

1

1− µ2δ
− F ⇔ F >

β3

1− δ ,

where β3 denotes the share of the entrant in the monopoly profit. Looking at Figure 6b, we

conclude that β3 > 0.9− 2k, ∀k ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
. Substituting in the inequality above, we obtain:

F >
0.9− 2k

1− δ =
9− 20k

10(1− δ) .

Proof of Proposition 1

Firm 3 enters the market in the period that maximizes V c. If t was continuous, the optimal

entry period would satisfy the following first-order condition:

α33
µ2tδt

1− µ2δ
ln(µ2δ)− Fδtln(δ) = 0 ⇔ tc =

1

2ln(µ)
ln

[
ln(δ)

ln(µ2δ)

F (1− µ2δ)

α33

]
.

As this expression may not be integer, the entrant must compare the value of V c in the two

integers closest to tc. �

Proof of Proposition 2

The critical (adjusted) discount factor for incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} to abide by the collusive

agreement is greater than one if:

µ2δ̃ip(k) > 1⇔ γ3i − k
6

γ3i − α3i

> 1⇔ k (−3 + 18k − 3k2 − 72k3 + 64k4)

6 (3 + 3k − 8k2)2 < 0.

As k ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
, the last inequality is equivalent to f(k) ≡ −3 + 18k− 3k2− 72k3 + 64k4 < 0.

The roots of the first-order derivative of f are:

k1 =
3−
√

393

64
< 0 ∨ k2 =

3 +
√

393

64
∨ k3 =

3

4
>

1

2
.

Thus, f ′ is positive for k ∈ (0, k2) and negative for k ∈ (k2, 1/2). This implies that f is
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strictly increasing in (0, k2) and it (strictly) decreasing in (k2, 1/2). Moreover,

f(0) < 0, f (k2) > 0 and f

(
1

2

)
> 0.

As f is continuous, by the intermediate value theorem, there exists k∗ ∈ (0, k2) such that

f(k∗) = 0. As f is increasing in this domain, k∗ is its unique root in (0, k2). As f (k2) >

f (1/2) > 0 and f is strictly decreasing in (k2, 1/2), f has no roots in this interval. Thus,

f(k) < 0 ∧ k ∈
(

0,
1

2

)
⇔ k ∈ (0, k∗).

Using, for example, the bisection method we can find that k∗ ≈ 0.199.

Now, we make a similar analysis for the entrant:

µ2δ̃3p(k) > 1⇔ γ33 − 1−2k
6

γ33 − α33

> 1⇔ 2k(1− 2k) (3− 6k − 9k2 + 16k3)

3 (3 + 3k − 8k2)2 < 0.

As k ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
, the last inequality is equivalent to g(k) ≡ 3 − 6k − 9k2 + 16k3 < 0. As g is

continuous, g(0) > 0 and g(1/2) < 0, there is k∗∗ ∈ (0, 1/2), such that g(k∗∗) = 0. Let us

now prove that k∗∗ is unique. The roots of the first-order derivative of g are:

k4 =
3−
√

41

16
< 0 ∨ k5 =

3 +
√

41

16
>

1

2
.

Therefore, g′ is negative for k ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
, which implies that g is strictly decreasing in this

domain. As a result, k∗∗ is unique and

g(k) < 0 ∧ k ∈
(

0,
1

2

)
⇔ k ∈

(
k∗∗,

1

2

)
.

Once again, using the bisection method, we find that k∗∗ ≈ 0.436. �

Proof of Proposition 3

Using β3t = 1 − β1t − β2t, the first-order conditions corresponding to the maximization of

the Nash product are:

{
[(1− β1t − β2t) Πm3

t − Πc3
3t ]− [β1tΠ

m3
t − Πc3

1t ] = 0

[(1− β1t − β2t) Πm3
t − Πc3

3t ]− [β2tΠ
m3
t − Πc3

2t ] = 0

As Πc3
1t = Πc3

2t , it follows that:

β1t = β2t =
Πm3
t + Πc3

1t − Πc3
3t

3Πm3
t

≡ βt.

Substituting the expressions for profits, we find that βt is constant over time. The collusive
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profit of the incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} is:

ΠN3
it =

1 + 6α3i − 6α33

18
µ2t =

k (21− 6k − 51k2 + 32k3)

9 (3 + 3k − 8k2)2 µ2t,

while:

ΠN3
3t =

1− 12α3i + 12α33

18
µ2t =

27− 30k − 93k2 + 60k3 + 64k4

18 (3 + 3k − 8k2)2 µ2t.

Finally, the shares of incumbent i and entrant of the cartel profit are:

λN3
i =

ΠN3
it

2ΠN3
it + ΠN3

3t

=
2k (21− 6k − 51k2 + 32k3)

3 (3 + 3k − 8k2)2

λN3
3 =

27− 30k − 93k2 + 60k3 + 64k4

3 (3 + 3k − 8k2)2 . (45)

�

Proof of Lemma 1

Incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} abides by the collusive agreement in a period t < t̃m before entry of

firm 3 if the following inequality is satisfied:

β2

t̃m−1∑

s=t

(µ2δ)s + β3i

∞∑

s=t̃m

(µ2δ)s ≥ γ2(µ
2δ)t + α2

t̃c−1∑

s=t+1

(µ2δ)s + α3i

∞∑

s=t̃c

(µ2δ)s ⇔

β2
(µ2δ)t − (µ2δ)t̃m

1− µ2δ
+

(µ2δ)t̃m

1− µ2δ
≥ γ2(µ

2δ)t + α2
(µ2δ)t+1 − (µ2δ)t̃c

1− µ2δ
+ α3i

(µ2δ)t̃c

1− µ2δ
(46)

Multiplying both sides of the inequality by 1− µ2δ, we obtain:

β2

[
(µ2δ)t − (µ2δ)t̃m

]
+ β3i

[
(µ2δ)t̃m

]
≥γ2(µ

2δ)t
(
1− µ2δ

)
+

+ α2

[
(µ2δ)t+1 − (µ2δ)t̃c

]
+ α3i

[
(µ2δ)t̃c

]
.

Rearranging the terms of the inequality, we obtain:

(µ2δ)t (β2 − γ2) + (µ2δ)t+1 (γ2 − α2) + (µ2δ)t̃m (β3i − β2) + (µ2δ)t̃c (α2 − α3i) ≥ 0 (47)

Substituting t = t̃m − 1 in the inequality, we obtain:

(µ2δ)t̃m−1
[
β2 − γ2 + (γ2 − α2 + β3i − β2)µ

2δ + (α2 − α3i) (µ2δ)t̃c−t̃m+1
]
≥ 0.

As t̃c − t̃m + 1 > 1 and µ2δ < 1, a sufficient condition for the ICC to be satisfied is:

A(µ, δ, k) ≡ β2 − γ2 + (γ2 − α2 + β3i − β2)µ
2δ + (α2 − α3i) (µ2δ)t̃c−t̃m+1 ≥ 0. (48)
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Consider now an arbitrary period before entry: t = t̃m − τ , with 1 ≤ τ ≤ t̃m. Substituting

t = t̃m − τ in (47), we obtain:

(µ2δ)t̃m−τ (β2 − γ2) + (µ2δ)t̃m−τ+1 (γ2 − α2) + (µ2δ)t̃m (β3i − β2) + (µ2δ)t̃c (α2 − α3i) ≥ 0 ⇔
(µ2δ)t̃m−τ

[
β2 − γ2 + (γ2 − α2)µ

2δ + (β3i − β2) (µ2δ)τ + (α2 − α3i) (µ2δ)t̃c−t̃m+τ
]
≥ 0 ⇔

(µ2δ)t̃m−τ
[
A(µ, δ, k) + (β2 − β3i)µ

2δ
[
1− (µ2δ)τ−1

]]
≥ 0 (49)

notice that if condition (48) holds and β2 − β3i > 0, the inequality (49) is also satisfied,

since 1 − (µ2δ)τ−1 > 1. Therefore, to conclude the proof it is only missing to show that

β2 − β3i > 0.

The expressions for β2 and for β3i are given in (20) and (13), respectively. Therefore,

β2 − β3i =
k (39 + 6k − 201k2 − 88k3 + 320k4)

18(1 + 4k) (3 + 3k − 8k2)2 .

As k > 0, the inequality β2 − β3i > 0 is equivalent to:

p(k) ≡ 39 + 6k − 201k2 − 88k3 + 320k4 > 0.

The first-order derivative of p is: p′(k) = 6 − 402k − 264k2 + 1280k3, which is globally

continuous. As a result,

[p′(−0.5) < 0 ∧ p′(−0.4) > 0] ⇒ ∃k1 ∈ (−0.5,−0.4) : p′(k1) = 0

[p′(0) < 0 ∧ p′(0.1) > 0] ⇒ ∃k2 ∈ (0, 0.1) : p′(k2) = 0

[p′(0.6) < 0 ∧ p′(0.7) > 0] ⇒ ∃k3 ∈ (0.6, 0.7) : p′(k3) = 0.

As p′ is a polynomial of third degree, its only zeros are k1, k2 and k3. We conclude,

therefore, that p is increasing in (0, k2) and decreasing in
(
k2,

1
2

)
. Thus, the minimum of p

in the interval (0, 1
2
) must be achieved at one limit of this interval. As p(0) > p

(
1
2

)
> 0, we

conclude that p(k) > 0 ,∀k ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
. This ends the proof. �

Proof of Lemma 3

If the incumbents anticipate partial collusion with simultaneous moves after entry, they

abide by the collusive agreement before entry if:59

C + ζ3iµ
2δ + (α2 − α3i)(µ

2δ)t̃c−t̃pc+1 ≥ 0, (50)

where C = β2 − γ2 + (γ2 − α2 − β2)µ
2δ. Similarly, if the incumbents anticipate partial

collusion with sequential moves after entry, the ICC for collusion sustainability before entry

59This condition corresponds to ICC (26).
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is:

C + σ3iµ
2δ + (α2 − α3i)(µ

2δ)t̃c−t̃ps+1 ≥ 0, (51)

where σ3i is given by (27). Below, we prove that if inequality (50) holds, inequality (51) is

also satisfied. In other words, we prove that:

σ3iµ
2δ + (α2 − α3i)(µ

2δ)t̃c−t̃ps+1 > ζ3iµ
2δ + (α2 − α3i)(µ

2δ)t̃c−t̃pc+1 ⇔

(µ2δ)t̃c−t̃ps+1 − (µ2δ)t̃c−t̃pc+1 >
ζ3i − σ3i

α2 − α3i

.

Start by noticing that:

σ33 < ζ33 ⇔ −8(1− k)(1− 2k)2k2 (9 + 18k − 44k2 − 36k3 + 56k4)

9(3− 4k) (1 + 2k − 4k2)2 (3 + 4k − 8k2)2 < 0,

which is satisfied for k ∈
(
0, 1

2

)
, since 9 + 18k − 44k2 − 36k3 + 56k4 > 6 in this domain.

This means that the single-profit of the entrant is lower under sequential moves than under

simultaneous moves. As a result, entry occurs later under sequential moves (t̃ps > t̃pc),

which implies that: (α2 − α3i)(µ
2δ)t̃c−t̃ps+1 − (α2 − α3i)(µ

2δ)t̃c−t̃pc+1 > 0.

Each incumbent profits more under sequential moves than under simultaneous moves,

since:

ζ3i − σ3i = − 8k3(1− k)2(1− 2k)2

9(3− 4k) (3 + 4k − 8k2) (1 + 2k − 4k2)2 < 0

This concludes the proof, since α2 − α3i > 0. �

Proof of Remark 5

The incumbent i ∈ {1, 2} profits more than the entrant if:

Πps3
it ≥ Πps3

3t ⇔ −
9− 30k − 16k2 + 100k3 − 64k4

2(3− 4k) (3 + 4k − 8k2)2 ≥ 0

In the domain
(
0, 1

2

)
, the last inequality is equivalent to p(k) ≡ 9−30k−16k2+100k3−64k4 ≤

0. The first-order derivative of p is: p′(k) = −30 − 32k + 300k2 − 256k3, which is globally

continuous. Moreover:

[p′(−0.3) > 0 ∧ p′(−0.2) < 0] ⇒ ∃k1 ∈ (−0.3,−0.2) : p′(k1) = 0,

[p′(0.5) < 0 ∧ p′(0.6) > 0] ⇒ ∃k2 ∈ (0.5, 0.6) : p′(k2) = 0,

[p′(0.8) > 0 ∧ p′(0.9) < 0] ⇒ ∃k3 ∈ (0.8, 0.9) : p′(k3) = 0.

As p′ is a polynomial of third degree, its only roots are k1, k2 and k3. Thus, p′ has no roots

in the interval
(
0, 1

2

)
, which means that p is strictly decreasing in this interval. Therefore,
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the polynomial p can have, at most, one zero in the interval
(
0, 1

2

)
. As:

p(0.3415) > 0 and p(0.3416) < 0,

there is k∗ ∈ (0.3415, 0.3416) such that p(k∗) = 0. Thus, if k ∈
(
k∗, 1

2

)
, then p(k) ≤ 0. �
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